**TYPE 'M'**
Non-labeled and up to 3 hour fire rated

**TYPE 'P'**
Non-labeled and up to 1-1/2 hour fire rated

**TYPE 'L'**
Non-labeled and up to 1-1/2 hour fire rated

Louvers are supplied by others

Louver preparation may be provided in all non-labelled lited doors. Add "+L" suffix to standard lited door type designation (ie: G+L for half lite with louver)

UL/ULC/WHI listed louvers are permitted in all ULC fire doors and UL/WHI D18 and D20 Series non-lited door. For UL/WHI, one louver per pair maximum. Minimum actual stile width = 150mm, minimum actual bottom rail = 200mm. Maximum nominal louver size = 610 x 610mm. Louvers may be installed at distributor shop or in the field.
TYPE 'V'
Non-labeled and up to 1-1/2 hour fire rated (*1)

TYPE 'NL1'
Non-labeled and up to 3/4 hour fire rated (*2)

TYPE 'NL2'
Non-labeled and up to 1-1/2 hour fire rated (*1, 2)

(*1) Where acceptable to the local Authority Having Jurisdiction, 3 hour "V" doors may be permitted. Such doors must use listed, non-wired glazing materials, not exceeding 0.625 square meter exposed area.

(*2) With 'Listed' standard 1/4" (6mm) wired glass. Where 'Listed' non-wired glazing materials or 'Listed' specialized 1/4" (6mm) wired glass are specified, maximum fire rating and light sizes may be increased. Consult individual glazing manufacturer's current UL or WHI listings for limitations.
**METRIC DOOR TYPES**

**TYPE 'G'**
Non-labeled and up to 3/4 hour fire rating (*1, 3)

**TYPE '2G'**
Non-labeled and up to 3/4 hour fire rating (*1, 3)

---

**TYPE 'FG'**
Non-labeled (*2, 3)

---

(*1) Type "G" and "2G" doors over 1100mm width at 2450mm height are not eligible for fire rating as the top light exceeds the 8360 square centimeter exposed area limits.

(*2) Type "FG" doors are not eligible for fire rating with standard "Listed" 1/4" (6mm) wired glass as the glass light area exceeds the 3/4 hour rated 8360 square centimeter exposed area limit.

(*3) With 'Listed' standard 1/4" (6mm) wired glass. Where 'Listed' non-wired glazing materials or specialized 'Listed' 1/4" (6mm) wired glass are specified, maximum fire rating and light sizes may be increased. Consult individual glazing manufacturer’s current UL or WHI listings for limitations.